Inspiring a
community of
successful
learners.

Respect
Valuing ourselves; valuing others; valuing the environment

resilience
Overcoming challenges

positivity
Approaching learning & life with happiness & confidence

The 3 Cs...
Careful

Caring

Courteous
Illustrations by Lily Winstanley-Fisher, Emily Cackett & Lottie Billett.

Please

You’re
welcome

Thank you

The 5
Fabulous
Phrases
Excuse me

I’m sorry

YEAR THREE CURRICULUM MAP

SUBJECT
SCIENCE
HISTORY

GEOGRAPHY

DESIGN &
TECHNOLOGY

ART & DESIGN

COMPUTING
FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
MUSIC

PSHE
PE

RE

AUTUMN

SPRING

SUMMER

Light
Rocks
Forces & Magnets
Plants
Animals
How did the lives of ancient Britons change during the Stone
age?
What is the secret of the standing stones? (Bronze Age Britain)
The Tudors
How do artefacts help us understand the lives of people in Iron
Age Britain?
Why do some earthquakes
Why do so many people in the
How and why is my local
cause more damage than
world live in mega-cities?
area changing?
others?
2 of the following units:
How cool is your drink?
Will your party hat be funny or fantastic?
What music would you like to make?
What display will your class share?
P: E.H.Landseer – Stag
S: Kaffe Fassett – mosaic
A: Sir Christopher Wren –
Cave art [earth colours]
A: Antoni Gaudi –Sagrada
Hampton Court
S: Jewellery – stone/iron age
Familia, Barcelona
P: Tudor Paintings at
[pattern]
P: Matisse – Cathedral stained Hampton Court
A: Stone Henge - Wiltshire
glass windows
S: Tudor costume
Coding; Online Safety; Spreadsheets; Touch Typing; Email; Branching Databases; Simulations;
Graphing

¡Hola!

Colores

Frutas y verduras

Vamos a contar

En mi estuche

Las formas
Reflect,
Let Your
Glockenspiel
The Dragon
Bringing us
Three Little Birds
Rewind and
Spirit Fly
Stage 1
Song
Together
Replay
New Beginnings (Core
Good to be me(Core
Theme 3)
Bullying (Core theme2)
theme1)
Getting on/Falling out (Core
Going for Goals! (Core theme 1)
Relationships (Core theme2)
theme 3)
Changes (Core theme1)
Gymnastics
Dance
Gymnastics
Dance
Swimming
Games (Invasion)
Games (Striking/Fielding)
Athletics
How did it all begin?
How did the church begin?
What are important times for
How does the bible reveal
Why do Christians share
Jews?
God’s rescue plan?
communion?
How did Jesus change lives?
Why are presents given at
How can a synagogue help
What happened at Easter – and
Christmas – and what might
us to understand the Jewish
what matters most to Christians?
Jesus think?
faith?

HURST PARK SCHOOL – GUIDELINES FOR PRESENTATION

Use a sharp pencil for drawing and drafting your work.

Use a blue handwriting pen for neat copies or final drafts of writing, with
your teacher’s permission (Year 6).

Write the date and title clearly above your work and underline using a
ruler (Key Stage 2).

Leave a clear line between paragraphs.

Always number any questions or answers clearly in the margin.

Write labels horizontally and clearly, drawing lines or arrows using a ruler.

Complete any colouring neatly using coloured pencils. Do not use felt tip
pens unless instructed.

Mistakes in pencil should be rubbed out using an eraser or should have a
single line drawn horizontally through them.

ALWAYS TAKE PRIDE IN YOUR WORK!

Handwriting Style at Hurst Park School

abcdefghi
jklmnopqr
stuvwxyz

Handwriting Style at Hurst Park School

ABCDEFGHI
JKLMNOPQR
STUVWXYZ

Year
Group
Y3

Word Reading
As above and:
 Use knowledge of root words to understand meanings of words
 Use prefixes to understand meanings e.g. un-, dis-,-mis-, re Use suffixes to understand meanings e.g. –ation, -ous
 Read and understand meaning of words on Y3/4 word list – see bottom
 Use intonation, tone and volume when reading aloud
 Take note of punctuation when reading aloud

Comprehension
As above and:
Develop pleasure in reading, motivation to read, vocabulary and
understanding by:
 Listening to and discussing a range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction
 Regularly listening to whole novels read aloud by the teacher
 Reading a range of non-fiction texts including information, explanations,
instructions, recounts, reports, persuasion
 Analysing and evaluate texts looking at language, structure and
presentation e.g. newspaper reports, recipes, etc.
 Recognising some different forms of poetry e.g. narrative, free verse
 Reading books and texts for a range of purposes e.g. enjoyment,
research, skills development, reference
 Using dictionaries to check meanings of words they have read
 Sequencing and discussing the main events in stories
 Retelling a range of stories, including less familiar fairy stories, fables and
folk tales e.g. Grimm’s Fairy Tales, Rudyard Kipling Just So Stories
 Identifying and discussing themes e.g. good over evil, weak and strong,
wise and foolish, mean and generous, rich and poor
 Identifying and discussing conventions e.g. numbers three and seven in
fairy tales, magical sentence repeated several times
 Identifying, discussing and collecting favourite words and phrases which
capture the reader’s interest and imagination
 Preparing poems and playscripts to read aloud, showing understanding
through intonation, tone, volume and action
Understand what they read independently by:
 Discussing their understanding of the text
 Explaining the meaning of unfamiliar words by using the context
 Making predictions based on details stated
 Raising questions during the reading process to deepen understanding
e.g. I wonder why the character …
 Drawing inferences around characters thoughts, feelings and actions, and
justify with evidence from the text
 Using point and evidence to structure and justify responses

Key Learning in Reading
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Discussing the purpose of paragraphs
Identifying a key idea in a paragraph

Retrieve and record information from non-fiction
 Evaluating how specific information is organised within a non-fiction text
e.g. text boxes, sub-headings, contents, bullet points, glossary, diagrams
 Quickly appraising a text to evaluate usefulness
 Navigating texts in print and on screen
Participating in discussion about what is read to them and books they have
read independently, taking turns and listening to what others say
 Developing and agreeing on rules for effective discussion
 Making and responding to contributions in a variety of group situations
e.g. whole class, pairs, guided groups, book circles

Key Learning in Reading
© Lancashire County Council (Spring 2014)

Use these notes to help you to know what to look
for and to help you record the reading session:
• Find a quiet corner
• Talk to the child about the book e.g. look at the
title, author, illustrator
• Encourage him/her to tell the story through the
pictures before attempting to read the book
• Ask the child to:
talk about the plot/story
- look at the setting of the book
- think about the characters
- discuss the relevance of the pictures
- discuss any hidden meanings
• Encourage child to 'have a go', before offering
help.
• Allow the child time to . use
his/her skills in order
.
to work out unknown words, before offering help.
• Encourage the child to use the storyline to help
them read unfamiliar words.
• Taking turns to read can sometimes help.
• Be a positive role model.
• Praise! Praise! Praise! Nothing works better!

QUESTIONS! QUESTIONS! QUESTIONS!
Questions that could be useful - but not all at one
session!
It's vital to ask questions to help children's
understanding, but too many questions may spoil the

pleasure of reading!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do you think this book will be about? Why?
Have you read any other books, stories, poems like this
one?
Could this story have really happened? If not, why not?
Have you read any books by the same author?
How did the story begin? What happened next?
Did you guess what was going to happen in the end? If
not, what did you think was going to happen?
Could you continue the story? What would happen next?
Which character did you like best/least?
Do you know any people like the characters in the book?
Which character would you like to meet most/least?

Choose a good time to ask your questions.

.Enjoy reading with your child!

...

Year
Group
Y3

Composition

Transcription

Vocabulary, grammar and
punctuation

Composition

As above and:
 Explore and identify main and
subordinate clauses in complex
sentences
 Explore, identify and create
complex sentences using a range
of conjunctions e.g. if, while,
since, after, before, so, although,
until, in case
 Identify, select, generate and
effectively use prepositions for
where e.g. above, below, beneath,
within, outside, beyond
 Select, generate and effectively
use adverbs e.g. suddenly, silently,
soon, eventually
 Use inverted commas to
punctuate direct speech (speech
marks)
 Use perfect form of verbs using
have and had to indicate a
completed action e.g. I have
washed my hands. We will have
eaten our lunch by the time Dad
arrives. Jack had watched TV for
over two hours!
 Use the determiner a or an
according to whether the next
word begins with a consonant or
vowel e.g. a rock, an open box

As above and:
Plan their writing by:
 Reading and analysing narrative,
non-fiction and poetry in order to
plan and write their own versions
 Identifying and discussing the
purpose, audience, language and
structures of narrative, non-fiction
and poetry for writing
 Discussing and recording ideas
for planning
 Creating and developing settings
for narratives
 Creating and developing
characters for narrative
 Creating and developing plots
based on a model
 Generating and selecting from
vocabulary banks e.g. noun
phrases, powerful verbs, technical
language, synonyms for said
appropriate to text type
 Grouping related material into
paragraphs
 Using headings and sub headings
to organise information

Key Learning in Writing
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Spelling

Handwriting

(see also the Lancashire Supporting Spelling
document for further detail and advice)

Evaluate, and edit by:
 Proofreading to check for errors
in spelling, grammar and
punctuation in own and others’
writing


As above and:
 Use further prefixes and suffixes
and understand how to add them
 Spell further homophones
 Spell words that are often
misspelt
 Use the first two letters of a word
to check its spelling in a
dictionary
 Write from memory simple
sentences, dictated by the
teacher, that include words and
punctuation taught so far.
 Learn to spell new words correctly
and have plenty of practice in
spelling them.
 Understand how to place the
apostrophe in words with regular
plurals (e.g. girls’, boys’)
 Spell words as accurately as
possible using their phonic
knowledge and other knowledge
of spelling, such as morphology
and etymology.

As above and:
 Form and use the four basic
handwriting joins
 Write legibly

 Explore and collect word families
e.g. medical, medicine, medicinal,
medic, paramedic, medically to
extend vocabulary
 Explore and collect words with
prefixes super, anti, auto

Key Learning in Writing
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 Discussing and proposing
changes with partners and in
small groups
 Improving writing in the light of
evaluation
Perform their own compositions by:
 Using appropriate intonation,
tone and volume to present their
writing to a group or class

Word lists
Y3/4
accident(ally)

circle

famous

island

peculiar

sentence

actual(ly)

complete

favourite

knowledge

perhaps

separate

address

consider

February

learn

popular

special

answer

continue

forward(s)

length

position

straight

appear

decide

fruit

library

possession(ion)

strange

arrive

describe

grammar

material

possible

strength

believe

different

group

medicine

potatoes

suppose

bicycle

difficult

guard

mention

pressure

surprise

breath

disappear

guide

minute

probably

therefore

breathe

early

heard

natural

promise

though/although

build

earth

heart

naughty

purpose

thought

busy/business

eight/eighth

height

notice

quarter

through

calendar

enough

history

occasional(ly)

question

various

caught

exercise

imagine

often

recent

weight

centre

experience

increase

opposite

regular

woman/women

century

experiment

important

ordinary

reign

certain

extreme

interest

particular

remember

Key Learning in Reading
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Key Learning in Mathematics – Year 3
Number – number and place value

Number – addition and subtraction

Number – multiplication and division

• Count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 100
• Count up and down in tenths
• Read and write numbers up to 1000 in numerals and in
words
• Read and write numbers with one decimal place
• Identify, represent and estimate numbers using different
representations (including the number line)
• Recognise the place value of each digit in a three-digit
number (hundreds, tens, ones)
• Identify the value of each digit to one decimal place
• Partition numbers in different ways (e.g. 146 = 100+ 40+6
and 146 = 130+16)
• Compare and order numbers up to 1000
• Compare and order numbers with one decimal place
• Find 1, 10 or 100 more or less than a given number
• Round numbers to at least 1000 to the nearest 10 or 100
• Find the effect of multiplying a one- or two-digit number by
10 and 100, identify the value of the digits in the answer
• Describe and extend number sequences involving counting on
or back in different steps
• Read Roman numerals from I to XII
• Solve number problems and practical problems involving
these ideas

• Choose an appropriate strategy to solve a calculation based upon
the numbers involved (recall a known fact, calculate mentally, use a
jotting, written method)
• Select a mental strategy appropriate for the numbers involved in the
calculation
• Understand and use take away and difference for subtraction,
deciding on the most efficient method for the numbers involved,
irrespective of context
• Recall/use addition/subtraction facts for 100 (multiples of 5 and 10)
• Derive and use addition and subtraction facts for 100
• Derive and use addition and subtraction facts for multiples of 100
totalling 1000
• Add and subtract numbers mentally, including:
- a three-digit number and ones
- a three-digit number and tens
- a three-digit number and hundreds
• Add and subtract numbers with up to three digits, using formal
written methods of columnar addition and subtraction
• Estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to
check answers
• Solve problems, including missing number problems, using
number facts, place value, and more complex addition and
subtraction

• Choose an appropriate strategy to solve a calculation based upon the numbers
involved (recall a known fact, calculate mentally, use a jotting, written method)
• Understand that division is the inverse of multiplication and vice versa
• Understand how multiplication and division statements can be represented
using arrays
• Understand division as sharing and grouping and use each appropriately
• Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication
tables
• Derive and use doubles of all numbers to 100 and corresponding halves
• Derive and use doubles of all multiples of 50 to 500
• Write and calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division
using the multiplication tables that they know, including for two-digit numbers
times one-digit numbers, using mental and progressing to formal written
methods
• Use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of
a problem, an appropriate degree of accuracy
• Solve problems, including missing number problems, involving multiplication
and division (and interpreting remainders), including positive integer scaling
problems and correspondence problems in which n objects are connected to
m objects

Number – fractions

Geometry – properties of shapes

• Show practically or pictorially that a fraction is one whole
3
number divided by another (e.g. can be interpreted as 3 ÷ 4)

• Draw 2-D shapes and make 3-D shapes using modelling materials;
recognise 3-D shapes in different orientations and describe them
• Recognise angles as a property of shape or a description of a turn
• Identify right angles, recognise that two right angles make a halfturn, three make three quarters of a turn and four a complete turn;
identify whether angles are greater than or less than a right angle
• Identify horizontal and vertical lines and pairs of perpendicular and
parallel lines

• Measure, compare, add and subtract: lengths (m/cm/mm); mass (kg/g);
volume/capacity (l/ml)
• Continue to estimate and measure temperature to the nearest degree (°C) using
thermometers
• Understand perimeter is a measure of distance around the boundary of a shape
• Measure the perimeter of simple 2-D shapes
• Tell and write the time from an analogue clock, including using Roman
numerals from I to XII, and 12-hour and 24-hour clocks
• Estimate/read time with increasing accuracy to the nearest minute
• Record/compare time in terms of seconds, minutes, hours; use vocabulary such
as o’clock, a.m./p.m., morning, afternoon, noon, midnight
• Know the number of seconds in a minute and the number of days in each
month, year and leap year
• Compare durations of events [for example to calculate the time taken by
particular events or tasks]
• Continue to recognise and use the symbols for pounds (£) and pence (p) and
understand that the decimal point separates pounds/pence
1
• Recognise that ten 10p coins equal £1 and that each coin is of £1

4

• Understand that finding a fraction of an amount relates to
division
• Recognise that tenths arise from dividing objects into 10
equal parts and in dividing one-digit numbers or quantities
by 10
• Recognise, find and write fractions of a discrete set of
objects: unit fractions and non-unit fractions with small
denominators
• Recognise and use fractions as numbers: unit fractions and
non-unit fractions with small denominators
• Recognise and show, using diagrams, equivalent fractions
with small denominators
• Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator
5
1
6
within one whole [for example, + = ]
7

7

7

• Compare and order unit fractions, and fractions with the
same denominators (including on a number line)
1 1
1
• Count on and back in steps of , and
2

4

3

• Solve problems that involve all of the above

Geometry – position and direction
• Describe positions on a square grid labelled with letters and
numbers

Statistics
• Use sorting diagrams to compare and sort objects, numbers and
common 2-D and 3-D shapes and everyday objects
• Interpret and present data using bar charts, pictograms and tables
• Solve one-step and two-step questions [for example, ‘How many
more?’ and ‘How many fewer?’] using information presented in
scaled bar charts and pictograms and tables

Measures

•

•

10

Add and subtract amounts of money to give change, using both £ and p in
practical contexts

Solve problems involving money and measures and simple problems involving
passage of time

YEAR 3
NUMBER

Place value

Number and place value

tens, hundreds
digit

Number

one-, two- or three-digit number

number

place, place value

numeral

stands for, represents

zero
one, two, three … twenty

Y
E
A
R
3

ones

exchange

teens numbers, eleven, twelve … twenty

the same number as, as many as

twenty-one, twenty-two … one hundred, two
hundred … one thousand

more, larger, bigger, greater
fewer, smaller, less

none

fewest, smallest, least

how many …?

most, biggest, largest, greatest

count, count (up) to, count on (from, to),
count back (from, to)

one more, ten more, one hundred more

forwards

equal to

backwards
count in ones, twos, fives, tens, threes,
fours, eights, fifties and so on to hundreds
equal to

compare
order
size
first, second, third … twentieth

equivalent to

twenty-first, twenty-second …

is the same as

last, last but one

more, less

before, after

most, least

next

tally

between

many

halfway between

odd, even
multiple of, factor of
sequence

above, below

Estimating

continue

guess

predict

how many ...?

few

estimate

pattern

nearly

pair, rule

roughly

relationship

close to

> greater than

approximate, approximately

< less than
Roman numerals
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one less, ten less, one hundred less

Mathematical Vocabulary

about the same as
just over, just under

exact, exactly

multiple, factor

too many, too few

groups of

enough, not enough

times

round, nearest, round to the nearest ten,
hundred

product

round up, round down

repeated addition

Addition and subtraction
addition
add, more, and
make, sum, total
altogether
double
near double
half, halve
one more, two more … ten more … one
hundred more
how many more to make …?
how many more is … than …?
how much more is …?
subtract
take away
how many are left/left over?
how many have gone?
one less, two less, ten less … one hundred
less
how many fewer is … than …?
how much less is …?
difference between
equals
is the same as
number bonds/pairs/facts
missing number

once, twice, three times … ten times
division
dividing, divide, divided by, divided into
left, left over, remainder
grouping
sharing, share, share equally
one each, two each, three each … ten each
group in pairs, threes … tens
equal groups of
doubling
array
row, column
number patterns
multiplication table
multiplication fact, division fact

Fractions
fraction
equivalent fraction
mixed number
numerator, denominator
equal part
equal grouping
equal sharing
parts of a whole
half, two halves

tens boundary, hundreds boundary

one of two equal parts

Multiplication and division

one of four equal parts

multiplication
multiply
multiplied by

Y
E
A
R
3

halving

quarter, two quarters, three quarters
one third, two thirds
one of three equal parts
sixths, sevenths, eighths, tenths …
Vocabulary checklists
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MEASUREMENT
measure

litre, half litre, millilitre
capacity

measurement

volume

size

full

compare
measuring scale, division
guess, estimate
enough, not enough
too much, too little

empty
more than
less than
half full

too many, too few

quarter full

nearly, close to, about the same as,
approximately

container

roughly

Y
E
A
R
3

Capacity and volume

holds, contains

just over, just under

Temperature

Length

degree

millimetre, centimetre, metre, kilometre, mile
length, height, width, depth

temperature
centigrade

long, short, tall

Time

high, low

time

wide, narrow

days of the week, Monday, Tuesday …

thick, thin

months of the year (January, February ...)

longer, shorter, taller, higher … and so on

seasons: spring, summer, autumn, winter

longest, shortest, tallest, highest … and so
on

day, week, weekend, fortnight, month, year,
century

far, further, furthest, near, close

birthday, holiday

distance apart … between … to … from

morning, afternoon, evening, night

perimeter

bedtime, dinner time, playtime

ruler

today, yesterday, tomorrow

metre stick, tape measure

before, after
earlier, later

Weight

next, first, last

kilogram, half kilogram, gram

midnight

weigh, weighs, balances

calendar, date

heavy, light

now, soon, early, late, earliest, latest

heavier than, lighter than

quick, quicker, quickest, quickly

heaviest, lightest

slow, slower, slowest, slowly

scales

old, older, oldest
new, newer, newest
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takes longer, takes less time

flat

how long ago?

curved, straight

how long will it be to …?

round

how long will it take to …?

hollow, solid

how often?

sort

always, never, often, sometimes

make, build, draw

usually

perimeter

once, twice

surface

hour, o’clock, half past, quarter past, quarter
to

size

5, 10, 15 … minutes past

symmetry, symmetrical, symmetrical pattern

a.m., p.m.
clock, clock face, watch, hands
digital/analogue clock/watch, timer
hour hand, minute hand

bigger, larger, smaller
line symmetry
pattern, repeating pattern
match

hours, minutes, seconds

2-D shape

Roman numerals

corner, side

12-hour clock time, 24-hour clock time

point, pointed

Money

Y
E
A
R
3

rectangle (including square), rectangular
circle, circular

money

triangle, triangular

coin

pentagon, pentagonal

penny, pence, pound

hexagon, hexagonal

price, cost

octagon, octagonal

buy, bought, sell, sold

quadrilateral

spend, spent

right-angled

pay

parallel, perpendicular

change
dear, costs more

3-D shape

cheap, costs less, cheaper

face, edge, vertex, vertices

costs the same as

cube, cuboid

how much …?

pyramid

how many …?

sphere, hemisphere

total

cone

GEOMETRY
Properties of shape
shape, pattern

cylinder
prism, triangular prism

Position and direction
position
Vocabulary checklists
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over, under, underneath

acute angle

above, below

obtuse angle

top, bottom, side

straight line

on, in

STATISTICS

outside, inside
around

count, tally, sort, vote

in front, behind

graph, block graph, pictogram

front, back

represent

beside, next to

group, set

opposite

list, table, chart, bar chart, frequency table

apart

Carroll diagram, Venn diagram

between

label, title, axis, axes

middle, edge

Y
E
A
R
3

diagram

centre

most popular, most common

corner

least popular, least common

direction
journey, route

GENERAL

left, right

pattern

up, down

puzzle

higher, lower
forwards, backwards, sideways
across
next to, close, near, far
along

problem, problem-solving
mental, mentally
what could we try next?
how did you work it out?
show how you …

through
to, from, towards, away from
clockwise, anticlockwise
compass point
north, south, east, west, N, S, E, W
horizontal, vertical, diagonal
movement

explain your thinking
explain your method
describe the pattern
describe the rule
investigate
recognise
describe

slide

draw

roll

compare

turn
stretch, bend

sort

whole turn, half turn, quarter turn,
three-quarter turn

greatest value, least value
mental calculation

angle … is a greater/smaller angle than

written calculation

right angle

statement
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